ARGENTINA
TOUR

IGUAÇU FALLS ARGENTINA PACKAGE
3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS / 2 MEALS

The greatest spectacle of water and jungle existing on Earth, the imposing Iguaçu Falls ("Big waters" in the
Guarani language) are a must do in South America. It’s easily accessible by plane from Buenos Aires.

ITINERARY
Day 1 Puerto Iguazu
Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel. Rest of the day at leisure.
(Optional excursion on the Brazilian side of the Falls available extra $, Pre purchased Visa for Brazil mandatory
± 95.00)
Accommodation: Jardin Del Iguazu /Amerian Portal / Iguazu Grand Resort & Spa for 2 nights
Day 2 Puerto Iguazu
Depart from the hotel to visit the Argentine side of the Iguazu Falls, located within the Iguazu National Park.
With an extension of 67.000 hectares the park has been declared a Natural Patrimony of Humanity by
UNESCO. The Falls are integrated by 275 waterfalls that fall from an average altitude of seventy meters. The
starting point is the “Central Station”, from which visitors can choose to take the train that goes to “Falls
Station” or the one that goes to “Devil’s Throat Station”. From these points it is possible to carry out diverse
excursions: The superior walk is a walk of 800 meters on footbridges, elevated over the surface of the terrain
so as not to obstruct or/frighten the fauna. On this walk, visitors can observe the waterfalls from the upper
part of the Dos Hermanas, Bosetti, Bernabé Méndez, M´Bigua Falls, among others. It lasts for an hour and the
range of difficulty is low, there are no stairs. The inferior walk, is a 1,600 meters walk on footbridges elevated
over the surface of the terrain, where visitors can see the two sisters, Alvar Nuñez, San Martín, and Bosetti falls
and the Rock de la Bella Vista. Visitors can also have a panoramic view of the Devil’s Throat and the Río Iguazú
Inferior Canyon. This walk lasts for two hours and the range of difficulty is moderate, with stairs. (B)
Day 3 Puerto Iguazu
Transfer to the airport. (B)
Prices advertised on our site and on pdf documents downloaded from our site are valid if you purchase services from a travel agent in
one single session. Prices could be different in your next session.Exotik Tours is a wholly-owned division of Travelbrands Inc, Quebec
permit #703343 B.C. Reg. #3597. Ont. Reg #50012702. 5450 Explorer Drive, Suite 300, Mississauga, ON L4W 5N1
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INCLUSIONS
Roundtrip transfers · Meet and greet by our representatives ·Accommodation, meals, visits and excursions as
per itinerary · English speaking local guides · Taxes and fees
Not Included
International airfare · Security taxes and services · Gratuities

Price per person ($CAD) in double occ.

Land portion
Regular

Private

Jardin Del Iguazu 3*
Amerian Portal 4*

349
479

529
659

Iguazu Grand Resort & Spa 5*

639

799

Jardin Del Iguazu 3*

339

529

Amerian Portal 4*

449

629

Iguazu Grand Resort & Spa 5*

579

769

Jardin Del Iguazu 3*

359

569

Amerian Portal 4*

489

689

Iguazu Grand Resort & Spa 5*
Note: Seasonal surcharges may apply
Regular: Transfers and excursions in a group
Private: Transfers and excursions in private

639

839

August 1 - 31, 2018

Sept. 1, 2018 - March 31, 2019

April 1 - Dec. 20, 2019

Bon voyage!

Prices advertised on our site and on pdf documents downloaded from our site are valid if you purchase services from a travel agent in
one single session. Prices could be different in your next session.Exotik Tours is a wholly-owned division of Travelbrands Inc, Quebec
permit #703343 B.C. Reg. #3597. Ont. Reg #50012702. 5450 Explorer Drive, Suite 300, Mississauga, ON L4W 5N1
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